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Caleb Cage
Richard Whitley
Terry Reynolds
Jaime Black
David Fogerson
Felicia Gonzales
Brett Compston
Meagan Werth Ranson
Chris Lake
Dagny Stapleton
Wesley Harper
Mark Pandori

X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
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X
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Task Force Non-Voting Member Attendance

Kyra Morgan
Lisa Sherych
Julia Peek
Melissa Peek-Bullock
Malinda Southard
Lesley Mohlenkamp
Samantha Ladich

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
Chair Caleb Cage, Governor’s Office (GO), called the meeting to order. Roll call was performed by Meagan Werth
Ranson, GO. Quorum was established for the meeting.

2. Public Comment
Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. Written public comment is attached.
Mark St. John provided the following public comment, “My name is Mark St. John, and I am a volunteer coach
with Team Vegas Water Polo. As well as being a volunteer coach with Team Vegas Water Polo; I am also on the
USA Water Polo Mountain Zone Board, USA Water Polo Olympic Development Program Coordinator, and
Commissioner of the USA Water Polo National League. I am also a former team manager for USA Youth and
USA Jr National Teams. My colleagues and I at USA Water Polo and would like to share some findings with you.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely
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low risk of transmission. When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately
killing the virus. The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the
water’s surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization
(WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities. My plea
with you is for the reclassification of water polo. I have been trying to email everyone I can including county
commissioners, Director Reynolds, Director Cage. I don’t have a large gathering of 1,300 members like lacrosse.
We are the only club group in Nevada, and we compete at a high level. We have an athlete on the senior team
trying to make it to the Tokyo Olympics and we have other athletes on the national team. We are trying to get
them in a position to compete. Even though water polo is not an NIAA varsity support we are still working to
support student athletes.”

3. Approval of Minutes
Chair Cage called for a motion to amend or approve the draft minutes from the February 25, 2021, Task Force
meeting. A motion to approve the draft minutes as presented was provided by Terry Reynolds, Business and
Industry (B&I), and a second was provided by Dr. Christopher Lake, Nevada Hospital Association (NHA). Motion
passed unanimously.
4. Current Situation Report
Kyra Morgan, Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), provided an overview of the current situation
in Nevada as it relates to COVID to include the following (slides were also included in the meeting packet):
o

Cases
o
o
o
o

281 14-day rolling average cases daily
412 cases per 100,000 over the last 30 days
294,684 cumulative cases
9,357 cumulative cases per 100,000

o

Testing
o 239 tests/day per 100,000 over the last 14 days
o 7.1% test positivity rate over the last 14 days
o 2,738,065 cumulative tests

o

Hospitalizations
o 440 confirmed and suspected hospitalizations
o 100 total ICU
o 53 total ventilators

o

Deaths
o
o
o
o

7 14-day rolling average deaths daily
14 deaths per 100,000 over the last 30 days
4,987 cumulative deaths
158 cumulative deaths per 100,000

Ms. Morgan provided the group with an update regarding the slides provided in the handouts showing the
trends of COVID-19 in Nevada. Ms. Morgan noted daily new cases continue to decline. The average volume of
daily new cases, at 281 over the past 14 days, is comparable to what was observed in mid-June, before the state
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had any significant surge of cases. Test positivity has been decreasing for the past six weeks, averaging 7.1%
over the past two weeks. DHHS expects to continue this declining trend and reach numbers comparable to what
was observed as a low of 6.0% after the summer surge by the middle of March. There are currently 440
confirmed and suspected COVID-19 cases hospitalized in Nevada hospitals. Declining trends in hospitalization,
Intensive Care Units (ICU), and ventilator use continue. Nevada continues to see a decline in number of COVID19 deaths, averaging seven deaths per day over the previous two weeks. As of March 2, 2021, Nevada had
administered 694,637 doses of vaccine (454,739 initial doses and 239,898 second doses). This equates to
14.44% of Nevadans having initiated vaccination and 7.62% of Nevadans being fully vaccinated. For Specimens
collected February 8, 2021 through March 3, 2021, it has taken approximately two days after specimen
collection for results to be reported. Ms. Morgan noted there are six counties being flagged for elevated disease
transmission: Clark, Elko, Eureka, Mineral, Nye, and Pershing. Of those counties that were flagged for elevated
disease transmission: all except Eureka were flagged with a high case rate and all were flagged with a high-test
positivity. Elko and Eureka were flagged with a low average number of tests per day per 100,000. As of March
2, 2021, only Elko, Nye and Pershing Counties remain flagged for elevated disease transmission. Excluding
prison/inmate population does not significantly impact most counties’ overall status for elevated disease
transmission. Counties that have relatively high increases in testing and case rates after excluding prison inmate
populations are due to having few to zero COVID-19 positive inmates. Since the number of tests and/or cases
remain relatively constant and the population size or denominator is smaller without the inmate population,
DHHS would expect to see increases in testing and case rates.
Chair Cage noted one of the things that the state is hearing, as an issue around the country, is with respect to
the declining number of tests. This is something discussed through the Task Force as well. Obviously as seen in
the past when there is a decline in cases, there is also a decline in interest in tests, but also the tests that Nevada
is counting and maybe this may represent a transition to more of the antigen tests as well. Chair Cage inquired
if there is any expectation of what the next three months will look like or what Nevada would need to do in
order to maintain the progress being experienced now. Ms. Morgan noted the anticipation is that short term
the trend is going to stabilize, which is something very close to what Nevada is seeing right now. Nevada has
not been as low, as current numbers, since prior to Nevada’s original reopening in May and June when Nevada
started the significant reopening plans. Ms. Morgan is speaking of daily new cases as everything is a trickledown
effect from that. The current numbers are slightly better than after the summer surge. Ms. Morgan anticipates
Nevada will start to see some stabilization. It does seem in general that Washoe County is a little ahead in all
the curves compared to Clark and the rest of the State. It makes sense that Washoe is seeing some stabilization.
The state is just over two weeks since some of the mitigation capacity levels were raised. Nevada has not seen
any indication of a negative effect from that happening. This reiterated that the timeline the Governor’s Office
put forth makes sense. Ms. Morgan noted a lot of states are moving a little too quickly and putting a lot of faith
into the idea that it will work well for them. There is no reason to look at the data and think that trends are
going to start to increase again. As more people are vaccinated, that is only going to help with the proportion
of Nevada’s population that is still susceptible to disease. Ms. Morgan noted the best guess is Nevada will start
to flatten out and sustain current numbers. Nevada has not seen any kind of stabilization but the rate at which
Nevada is declining has started to curtail a little. A couple weeks ago on a call with the federal partners, Nevada
had conversations about a cautionary that there could be an early spring wave driven primarily by behavior
because the vaccine is out and people are starting to feel more comfortable. Pair that with some of the more
lenient restrictions that are in place, not just in Nevada but because people are traveling, Nevada has to take
into account what is going on in the surrounding states. Nevada’s data does not suggest that is starting to
happen which is a great sign. The best thing Nevada can do is continue to monitor it and the slow and measured
approach is really wise for Nevada to stay on track right now.
Dr. Mark Pandori, Nevada State Public Health Lab, endorsed Ms. Morgan’s comments from a virologist’s
perspective. Dr. Pandori noted “the biology of all infectious diseases and the public health aspect of it has taught
people that this is the absolute worst time to take the foot off the gas pedal on anything. There is a reason why
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we are entering well over 100 years for some of these diseases that we still face. It is because when a person
stops seeing something, it is an out of sight out of mind problem, when in reality all the person is really lacking
is intelligence because people are not testing anymore. You do not see it, so the public health measures relax.
There is no better analogy than a campfire for an infectious disease. If a person throws water on a campfire and
drives away, unless that person got the embers, that is going to come back and burn you. Infectious disease is
exactly the same way. The viruses are replicating in people in an asymptomatic manner and those people may
not be getting tested, but it is still there. Unless people push on the gas pedal and keep up the measures at this
point in the pandemic, society will very likely see some kind of resurgence. When you pile on top of that the
fact that the virus is changing, we do face the possibility of variants driving a resurgence. The data is not entirely
clear yet, but science knows that some of the variants have the ability to spread more effectively. This idea of
the campfire and driving away, those embers, with a biologically more significant virus might very well turn
back into a conflagration. People have seen this for virtually every infectious disease over history. This is the
absolute worst time to take the foot off of the effort here. So, the slow and steady wins the race, as frustrating
as it may sound is a winning strategy.” Chief Fogerson noted things are better, but there needs to be an effort
to keep it better.
***Break at 11:15 a.m., meeting resumed at 11:20 a.m.***
5. Update on Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan
Chair Caleb Cage provided an update on Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan. The “Nevada’s
Roadmap to Recovery” is an overview document. Chair Cage noted there will be a directive released as well and
a plan template will accompany this plan. Some of Nevada’s 17 counties are already working on their transition
to local authority plans and this provides a framework of what that transition is going to look like. On February
14, 2021, the Governor announced that Nevada was going to transition to local authority over the next 75 days.
This is a big step forward, but believe it matches what Ms. Morgan, Dr. Pandori, and Chief Fogerson were saying
about continuing to make sure that Nevada is managing this public health crisis in a way that is responsible and
in a way that considers the introduction of the vaccine here in this state, but also understands that mitigation
measures need to be in place. With that announcement, on February 15,2021 Nevada would move from the
pause numbers of 25% capacity limit to a 35% capacity limit, March 15, 2021 Nevada would go to a 50% capacity
limit, and then on May 1, 2021 Nevada will hand over local authority to local governments. It is really important
to remember as Nevada thinks about this plan, that Nevada is still under a declared emergency. This plan will
be put in place through a Governor’s directive that is associated with the Declaration of Emergency that took
place in March 2020. The powers that are associated with that remain in place and they are being delegated to
the local authorities. This is in line with the National Declaration of Emergency that is in place and Nevada will
be organizing and operating under the governance model that is established in the National Response
Framework as well as the Incident Management System. This will be federally supported, state managed and
locally executed as Nevada has tried to maintain throughout the entirety of this process.
Chair Cage spoke to the section titled “Federally Supported”. This model will be particularly important during
the ongoing vaccination efforts, which have benefited greatly from increased federal collaboration and
coordination, and these same improvements should assist Nevada’s ongoing response and recovery efforts as
well. Nevada has benefited from federal funding to support response and vaccination efforts, unemployment
programs, as well as resources and personnel at local and state request. This support will remain critical for
Nevada’s ongoing response efforts as well as state and local recovery efforts following the pandemic. Federally
supported with respect to vaccine in one case, that means that resources and reimbursement and other
measures as well as some doctrine will be provided by the federal government so the resources that can be
provided by Chief Fogerson as the State Emergency Manager through Director Whitley as the Director of Health
and Human Services that oversees public health preparedness. The federal government side is the support
model.
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Chair Cage spoke to the section titled “State Managed”. The State of Nevada will provide a critical role in
coordinating Nevada’s response and recovery efforts throughout the remainder of the disaster as well. State
government will continue to manage statewide vaccine distribution, receipt, and distribution of federal funding,
testing and contact tracing resources, or any other pandemic-related activities that require statewide
management. It is important to note that the current pandemic remains a statewide and nationwide emergency
that requires an emergency management response. Through this approach, and as described below, local
government will be delegated authority from the State to implement localized mitigation and enforcement
measures. In addition to working with federal partners, the State will also be responsible for maintaining
essential baseline mitigation measures that will remain in place.
Chair Cage noted even after May 1, 2021, the following baseline mitigation measures will remain in place and
will continue to be enforced by the State:
•
•
•
•
•

Statewide mask requirement as outlined in Directive 024.
Social distancing and hygiene consideration as outline in Directive 021.
School reopening and operational requirements as outlined in Directives 022, 028, and 038.
Crisis Standards of Care as outlined in Directive 011.
Additionally, industries regulated by the state, whether through professional licensing boards covered in
Title 54 of the Nevada Revised Statures, through state agencies, or through independent regulatory bodies
such as the Gaming Control Board, will continue to follow the statewide baseline standards for COVID-19
mitigation measures and any mitigation measures promulgated by their respective regulatory bodies.

In accordance with the National Response Framework and Chapter 414 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, the
State defines local partners as county governments working in partnership with incorporated cities, school
districts, health districts or authorities, and in some cases, with tribal governments. While it is the Governor’s
intent for this delegation of authority to remain in place throughout the remainder of the emergency
declaration, factors such as increased viral spread, the unknown nature of various variants, and otherwise could
result in increased baseline mitigation measures, or the State resuming control of some or all mitigation
measures. In addition to the Governor’s statewide standards, Nevada’s management of this plan will largely be
carried out by the COVID – 19 Mitigation and Management Task Force (Task Force). Through its regularly
scheduled meetings, Task Force will have a number of important roles, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor the spread of the virus within each Nevada county using the three established criteria, which
can be found on the County Tracker pages on the Nevada Health Response data dashboard.
Monitor statewide vaccination efforts by county.
Work with county governments to ensure each has an appropriate plan to assume the authority
delegated to them prior to the transition to local authority on May 1, at the earliest
Receive regular updates from county governments on the implementation of their plans after the
transition to local authority on May 1, 2021 at the earliest.
Provide feedback and recommendations for how local plans might be improved.
Identify and coordinate local, state, and federal resources for county partners.

Task Force will review and offer feedback and assistance to local governments with respect to their transition
plans. If the Task Force determines that the plans presented by county governments are not sufficient or that
they have substantial deficiencies, however, the Task Force will continue to work with the local authorities to
improve the plan. In such cases, the full delegation of authority may occur later than May 1, 2021.
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Chair Cage spoke to the section titled “Locally Executed”. The local mitigation and enforcement planning
process. County governments will continue to respond to the public health crisis and continue to execute
vaccination efforts. In order to receive the delegation of authority regarding specific local mitigation measures
on May 1, 2021, each county must develop a full Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan that aligns with the
template provided by the State and meets the requirements in the following approval and review process:
•

STEP 1: Each county must begin development of a Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan for
receiving delegation of authority.
• STEP 2 (March 15): The State Task Force conducts an in-progress review of each county’s
preliminary Plan in order to provide feedback and recommendations during a public meeting.
• STEP 3 (March 15 – Mid-April): The Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan should be finalized and
MUST receive endorsement from the following entities:
o Local Health District/Authority;
o Superintendent for the local school district;
o City Managers (for only those cities with population in excess of 100,000); and
o Nevada Hospital Association and/or Nevada Rural Hospital Association.
Upon receiving endorsements, the completed plan MUST be approved by a vote of the respective Board of
County Commissioners.
• STEP 4 (April 13 – April 15): The State Task Force conducts a final review of each county’s plan in
order to provide feedback and recommendations during a public meeting. The Task Force will work
with each county to schedule a presentation over the course of several Task Force meetings taking
place on April 13, April 14, and April 15.
• STEP 5 (May 1): Counties that have participated in this process and have developed appropriate
plans receive delegation of authority from the Governor.
The dates listed above are subject to change based on planning process and public meeting schedules.
Meagan Werth Ranson spoke to the proposed timeline. The meeting for March 11, 2021 will be canceled to
allow counties to put together substantial plans. The Task Force has blocked March 16, 2021, March 17, 2021,
and March 18, 2021 for meetings each day in four-hour increments to cover certain county plans. The meeting
for March 25, 2021 is canceled. April 1, 2021 will be a normal Task Force meeting to cover general updates. April
8th, 2021 will be canceled again to allow for counties to put together substantial plans. April 13, 2021, April 14,
2021, and April 15, 2021, the Task Force will again have three meetings over the three days in four-hour
increments to go over plans before moving forward with local authority. The dates are subject to change based
on the planning process and the public meeting schedule. Chair Cage continued with the presentation by
speaking of the section titled “Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan Requirements.” As described above, each
county will develop a plan in order to assume authority delegated to them by the Governor. In addition to
having input and support from regional government leaders, these plans will outline the local approach to
mitigation, management, and enforcement after May 1, 2021. At a minimum, the following topics MUST be
addressed within each county’s plan. Specific requirements that must be addressed within these topics can be
found in the Roadmap to Recovery: Local Mitigation and Enforcement Planning Guide.
•

•

Monitoring:
o COVID-19 measures and indicators to be monitored to determine the nature of the virus
within your communities.
o Protection of vulnerable populations.
o Testing and contact tracing efforts.
o Hospital capacity management.
o Status of PPE and other materials needed.
Mitigation Measures:
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•

•
•

See State Planning Template for specific mitigation measures
o Occupancy restrictions for public and private gatherings, events, and activities.
o Large event gatherings and plan approval process.
o Youth and adult recreational sports.
o Industry-specific guidance.
o General social distancing, PPE, and hygiene requirements for businesses and public
activities.
o Public sector work plans to support in-person or work-from-home services.
Enforcement Measures:
o Regional enforcement partnership and coordination structure.
o Enforcement monitoring activities.
o Enforcement actions for offenses.
Public Information
o Campaigns to promote public health measures.
o Campaigns to promotes and inform on vaccination efforts.
Resource Needs:
o Public health, enforcement, or emergency management needs of the State.

Chair Cage spoke to the section titled “Locally Executed”. Ongoing Local Approval Process (post-transition to
Local Authority). In the initial Local Mitigation & Enforcement Plan, counties may only include initial mitigation
measures and must not include future loosening or tightening of restrictions. If counties wish to amend their
approved mitigation measures after May 1,2021, they MUST follow this approval process:
•
•

Any changes to the Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan MUST be approved by a vote of the
respective Board of County Commissioners
Any changes must be submitted in writing to the State of Nevada Mitigation & Management Task
Force after receiving a vote of approval from the Board of County Commissioners. The report must
also include whether the changes received the endorsement of the following entities:
o Local Health District/Authority;
o Superintendent for the local school district;
o City Managers (for only those cities with population in excess of 100,000); and
o Nevada Hospital Association and/or Nevada Rural Hospital Association.

Mr. Reynolds spoke to large gatherings. Mr. Reynolds noted B&I reviewed over 500 plans for youth and adult
sports over the last several months. In addition to that, B&I is reviewing plans for large gatherings. B&I was
reviewing plans prior to the “pause” and will now continue to do so now that the guidelines are allowing these
larger gatherings. B&I has developed a template to review youth and adult sport activities, as well as a checklist
for large venues. In addition to that, there are best practices that are in the guidelines for both types of activities.
B&I recommends that the local entities continue to use the templates, checklists, and best practices throughout
the planning process. B&I has met with the local government in Washoe County, public officials, and people in
recreation in Clark County. The counties asked questions and B&I is working to assist them getting the process
together. B&I will work with any county that wishes to meet. Mr. Reynolds recommends the counties look at,
especially when there are multiple cities, multiple jurisdictions within the county that they look at common
standards and protocols for reviewing events within the county. The events should also be designed and
developed with the local health authority to make sure the county has the five elements that were discussed
earlier. This will ensure everyone is on the same standard whether reviewing a sporting event or a gathering
event. It is important to integrate the regular permit approval process the communities have within the overall
process for review of these type of events. In addition to that, where there are multi-jurisdiction events, it
would be important to have a multi-jurisdictional team come together to review for coordination efforts. B&I
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is willing, with the assistance of the Division of Safety Consultation and Training Section (SCATS), to provide
technical expertise to the counties and help them go through that process. Victoria Carreon, Division of
Industrial Relations, noted there are two checklists included in the packet. One is for sports and the other is for
large gatherings. The checklists are flexible. If a jurisdiction has a certain capacity they want to use, the
jurisdiction can still use the checklists at different capacity levels. The jurisdiction has to be looking at the same
things as is the event planner in complying with the capacity level, how the event is ensuring that the event
only has that number of people, etc. The checklists are flexible for whatever the actual guidelines are put into
place by the local jurisdictions. On the sports checklist, there is a differentiation between leagues and
tournaments. There are some tournaments that are multi-jurisdictional. There are some tournaments in
Northern Nevada where they are in both Washoe and Carson City. There may be crossover between counties.
There is general information that B&I includes. There are challenges and certain aspects need to be considered.
Those include capacity, arrival and exiting procedures, sanitation procedures, personal hygiene which includes
hand sanitizer, use of face coverings, personal protective equipment, social distancing, shared equipment,
health screenings, and employee staff training and enforcement. B&I has found in these events the government
entities can only do so much and it is really incumbent upon the event organizers to do their own enforcement
and to build that into the event organizers plan. The one for large events is a little different. It requires items
like having medical staff on site and things that would not be incorporated for sports. The large events list has
items about registration and check in and how those things will be done, but a lot of the other elements are the
same. B&I is happy to assist in training local entities. A number of them have seen B&I’s checklist as some of
them have submitted events to B&I. There are certain safety issues that the counties may not be as familiar
with, so B&I is happy to train and provide technical assistance going into the future.
Mr. Reynolds noted B&I also has interface with public lands. Every county has Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) land and generally the BLM will require a permit for the use of the land. The counties are responsible for
the overall checklist and management of the event and permitting of that event. Chair Cage inquired what are
the ways the state should be thinking about and looking at some type of transition period from the state to
local authorities. Mr. Reynolds noted there are several events that straddle that time period. B&I is asking to
review those events and work with the local entities where the events going to occur, also with the local health
district and be able to review and approve those events, communicate with the organizers so that B&I is able
to review and have that event take place. B&I will contact the local government and health district to ensure
they have the review until the counties have their standards in place, so the event can go forward and are not
penalized for being in the transition period. Chief Fogerson spoke to the disaster declaration and how the state
is still underneath the disaster declaration not only from the state government but also from the federal
government. It is important that this is kept in place because as soon as the state stops that disaster declaration,
then the disaster relief money that is coming into the state for the COVID-19 response will stop also. Right now,
there is $138 million dollars being flown back to the state and local governments for their COVID-19 response
activities from Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) along with direct federal assistance that is
helping the state and counties with the vaccination process. This declaration has been the longest open disaster
ever in Nevada, but retaining it open not only helps with the efforts the counties are taking on but also helps
the state with the recovery efforts to ensure the funding needed is there to reopen the economy. Chair Cage
clarified the FEMA public assistance program is at 100% reimbursement, which is usually at a 75/%25%
reimbursement. This gives the opportunity for state, local, and tribal governments to maximize the support
being provided locally and receiving reimbursement for that as long as those declarations are in place. Chief
Fogerson noted Nevada is at 100% for everything vaccine related. Chair Cage noted everything else is 75%/25%.
Mr. Reynolds noted one of the things asked is how long it takes to do the reviews and when should people
submit their plans. B&I’s response is if possible, at least 30 days ahead of time. That is important and provides
B&I the time to go through and do the checks and work with local government entities and the health districts
to make sure all get their input. Sometimes there is discussion with the event organizers that takes place to
ensure all are clear on what the requirements are. It is very important that the event organizers have monitors
on site and that people look at what is happening with the event and especially when there are multiple
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jurisdictions. It falls back to the event organizers and then the counties and cities, but the counties and cities
have limited staff. B&I would like to train in terms of how counties can go about things and how to run successful
events and still be safe and healthy. Chair Cage noted this plan will be rolled out today. The associated directive
and template will be out in the very near term.
6. Update on State COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution Plan and Flu Vaccine Update
Candice McDaniel, DHHS, spoke to the State COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution Plan and Flu Vaccine Update. Ms.
McDaniel noted on February 27, 2021 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued the emergency use
authorization. On February 28, 2021 after a very transparent evidence-based review of all the data, the Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) issued the interim recommendation for the use of the Janssen
COVID-19 vaccine to individuals who are 18 years of age and older to prevent COVID-19. The ACIP also states
there is no preference for any of the three authorized vaccines. In terms of vaccine efficacy, it is not
recommended to compare the efficacy of the three COVID-19 vaccines. This is primarily because the Janssen
Phase Three trials occurred during a different calendar time and in different places than the trial for the MRNA
vaccines for the Pfizer and Moderna. The efficacy shows that there is 85% efficacy against severe COVID-19
disease globally including the United States (U.S). and then 72% for moderate to severe or critical COVID-19
disease in the U.S. Some of the versatility in the implementation situations to talk about with this new product
include; this is a single dose schedule that can be more easily reached to individuals who do not want or cannot
easily return for a second dose, individuals that cannot be recalled or reminded to return for the second dose
using phone or email, those individuals who might be transferred or discharged from a hospital, those who have
limited or no transportation availability, the homebound population, and then some of those that might be
anxious about the potential of a stronger reaction following a second dose. There is stability with this particular
product in terms of storage. It supports mobile or pop-up clinics or newly established vaccination administration
sites and sites that do not have freezer capacity. As an example, adult primary care offices usually only stock flu
vaccine, so they may not have the freezer capacity. In terms of supporting equity with this product, this vaccine
can play a critical role in expanding vaccine access to Nevadans who have been disproportionately impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic. The addition of this third vaccine will help Nevada Counties expand access and reach
community members who may have access challenges due to transportation, transient living situations, or lack
of consistent or reliable communication making a follow up for a second dose very difficult. This vaccine will
also support Nevada in applying those ethical principles of the response as set forth by the ACIP in November
2020. Specifically, promoting justice from some of the framework discussed in the last meeting. All eligible
persons should receive equal opportunity to be vaccinated. This product does support that particular subject in
the equity framework as well as mitigating health inequities. The Janssen vaccine can be refrigerated for up to
three months, and there is not diluent or mixing that is required. It is a 100 minimum dose order that comes
within two small packages of 50. There are five doses per vial and the ancillary kits are for 100 doses that are
provided with the vaccine just like the Moderna and Pfizer products. Other information sent out this week was
supporting additional transparency and guidance on underlying health conditions. As Nevada looks toward the
future, having their counties vaccinating those with underlying health conditions, the ACIP gave Nevada some
additional insight and recommendations over this last weekend. The Nevada State Immunization Program
worked with the Public Health Preparedness and the Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion section
to identify people with underlying health conditions along with the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) guidance that is published publicly. Nevada will continue to engage with partners to message about
vaccine confidence and availability to those with underlying health conditions. Nevada has reached out to a
variety of partners across the state seeking help in reaching this population, including health insurers who can
easily and quickly reach some covered members. The outreach is important as well as building vaccine
confidence. A list was created by the CDC that was meant to inform clinicians to help them provide the best
care possible for patients and to inform individuals about their level of risk so they can make individual decisions
about illness prevention. Notably, the list may not include every condition that might increase one’s risk for
developing severe illness from COVID-19, but it is supported publicly with a lot of supporting data. Some
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challenges were brought up in the ACIP’s last meeting, one challenge was it was difficult to screen for underlying
health conditions at large vaccination events and centers, and so the ACIP recommendation was to include
medical care homes and primary care providers who may be better able to access the patient’s eligibility based
on underlying medical conditions. An additional challenge was how to implement a vaccine program to reach
those on that CDC high risk recommendations and conditions, and the recommendation was that the CDC list
relies on published studies and is not exhaustive and certain high-risk conditions on the list encompass a wide
range of severity. Want to support clinical judgement for Nevada’s clinicians who are making these choices for
their patients. The last challenge was the total sizes of the group that is 16 to 64 years old with underlying health
conditions exceeds the available vaccine supply in the U.S. It is an incredibly large group of individuals and so
the recommendation supported by this ACIP was they were supporting counties and prioritizing subsets of age
groups in the under 65-year-old group. So, moving methodically from serving those who are 65 and older to
including all those, like 55 years and older, and Nevada supports also utilizing this criterion of having two or
more underlying health conditions. Nevada is making sure this guidance gets out to the vaccinators who are
doing this every single day. DHHS is going to be moving toward providing this information to other providers
around the State and DHHS looks forward to onboarding and enrolling more of those providers as allocation
allows.
Chair Cage inquired how Ms. McDaniel would characterize the trajectory going forward, as far as, what Nevada
should expect to receive from the Federal Government and what the timeline would be. Ms. McDaniel noted
DHHS is incredibly excited that this new Janssen product is in the State. It helps support additional vaccination
for Nevadans. What is seen with this particular product is the same thing Nevada saw for Moderna and Pfizer
where the production and manufacturing happened during the clinical trial and so Moderna and Pfizer were
able to ship out a significant amount of product. Then Nevada saw a lull and then an increase again. DHHS
anticipates the same exact process for the new Janssen product where through their own clinical trial, the
manufacturing was going on. This is one of the reasons why Nevada was able to get the vaccine so quickly.
Nevada will see over the next couple of weeks either minimal or zero allocation of the Janssen product while
Janssen continues to manufacture, and then just like the other two products toward the end of March the
beginning of April, Nevada will see it begin to increase again. Hopefully that information helps vaccinators plan,
but also want the public to understand that Nevada will be scaling up this exact product just like the other two.
Chair Cage noted that is helpful especially with the federal timetables being released saying that Nevada is
expecting to have the full amount by the end of May.
7. Update on COVID Vaccine Distribution from Local Health Authorities
a. Carson City Health and Human Services (CCHHS)
Dr. Jeanne Freeman, CCHHS, provided an update on the CCHHS COVID-19 Vaccination Plan. The presentation
was as follows:
• Three of our four school districts will be back to full time with all students this coming week. CCHHS
continues to host bi-monthly meetings with the district Superintendents, Safety Officers, and lead nurses
to discuss challenges. The epidemiology and investigations team will continue to monitor COVID in the
schools as CCHHS has done since August. CCHHS has investigators dedicated to cases in the schools.
• Vaccinations Update – as the vaccines come in, CCHHS gets them into arms. Later today CCHHS will be
opening up appointments across the Quad-Counties region for March 10, 2021 through March 16, 2021
based on the allocation CCHHS will receive. (2,500 appointments to open later today)
o CCHHS has been testing out some new locations for vaccination events this week.
o Any “hiccups” that have occurred have been able to be solved quickly with the collaboration of
the Quad-County Healthcare coalition, as well as with the assistance of public and private
partners.
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Our homebound vaccine delivery program has begun and is a collaboration between the senior
centers, social services, and home health agencies in the region.(Using the Medicare definition for
homebound)
Starting yesterday, March 3, 2021, those who are eligible to be vaccinated in the Quad-Counites
region now includes the agriculture and food processing subgroup within the Frontline Supply
Chain & Logistics bucket.
Additionally, anyone who is 65 years and older is eligible to be vaccinated in the Quad-Counties
region.

Chair Cage inquired about the operational side of the CCHHS homebound program. Dr. Freeman noted the clinic
services manager is collaborating with and reaching out to the social services agencies and home health
agencies. The home health agencies might be housed in Reno or other locations, but they have clients that are
served in the Quad counties. CCHHS is working with these agencies to identify patients that are truly
homebound, according to that Medicare definition, and being able to schedule and administer the vaccine.
CCHHS has the Janssen vaccine that will be used for the homebound group but will also use other vaccines
depending upon what is received by CCHHS. CCHHS is very clear when making appointments as to which vaccine
somebody is going to be receiving. This assists with the messaging of the shot being a single dose or a dual dose.
CCHHS has a strike team of nurses that travel around the four counties to administer the vaccines. This strike
team spends more than the 15 minutes with the patient for monitoring and building relationships. CCHHS is
providing a social interaction along with the medical interaction. It is an additional opportunity and people
around the counties appreciate it. CCHHS has received numerous thank you cards. Dr. Freeman noted
sometimes individuals just want their story heard and that is one of the additional benefits of the homebound
strike teams. They take a few extra minutes to listen and connect with the individuals they are assisting. Chief
Fogerson inquired as to how CCHHS is marketing vaccine location sites and how CCHHS conducting outreach to
at risk populations. Dr. Freeman noted when CCHHS goes through the prioritization of occupational lanes,
CCHHS has created flyers for employers to be able to post around the employment site. These flyers are
produced in Spanish as well. The sign-up link is on the flyer. There are also QR codes so people can scan the
code with their phones and that will allow them to make an appointment. CCHHS is ensuring these documents
are being shared with the communities to post on social media outlets or other sources the county may use.
CCHHS is beginning to reach out to industries that may become eligible for the vaccine within the next three or
four weeks. CCHHS is starting to collect information from the communities and respective points of contact to
inquire about their specific needs. When CCHHS talks with the employers, CCHHS also sends them the fact sheet
information and the links to the fact sheets for the different vaccines. This is to ensure employees have the
ability prepare and ask questions. The employers can send the questions to CCHHS’ COVIDvaccine@carson.org
email address or the employers are able to share it with their human resources staff. Then CCHHS gets the
questions sent to them directly from the employer, CCHHS can answer the questions all at once ahead of time.
There are also opportunities to ask questions at the vaccination events. Additionally, with CCHHS’ second dose
appointments CCHHS has had a variety of things that have happened in the region that have prevented people
from being able to make the second dose appointment. CCHHS will work with the person to get them their
second dose within the 42-day window. CCHHS does their best, based on when the person received the original
dose, and CCHHS attempts to schedule them as close as possible to the original location or bring the person
into the CCHHS facility to get them the second dose. CCHHS continues to advertise event locations on the CCHHS
website. CCHHS is trying to acquire more stable locations to better assist with consistency. When thinking about
Nevada’s agriculture and the group that CCHHS is in, CCHHS knows there is a lot more that fit into the agriculture
food processing down in certain communities than in other communities. CCHHS is cognizant of the different
occupations and the different work hours. CCHHS will do similar events as to what was done with the
educational staff and offer later times in the day. CCHHS is also working on scheduling different event times to
capture the shift work employees. Chief Fogerson inquired if CCHHS is doing other outreach aside from flyers
and social media, because some of the populations discussed are either not social media folks because of the
age of that person or because of other factors. Chief Fogerson asked about other efforts CCHHS is doing to
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reach out to those different groups for Nevada. Dr. Freeman noted one of the things CCHHS is doing now is
pulling information to purchase different radio advertisements. CCHHS puts out press releases and tries to
communicate through local TV stations. There was some miscommunication that happened with one of the
television stations earlier this week that created a few hiccups, but CCHHS feels they were able to clear it up.
CCHHS is also advertising in the newspapers. CCHHS also sends event dates to the senior centers to post it on
their outlets. Dr. Freeman noted if the State has other ideas, she would be open to having more information
about how CCHHS can do further outreach. Chief Fogerson noted he wanted to speak with all three health
districts today to see what the three health districts are doing to help identify any gaps that the State can help
support. Dr. Freeman noted one of the other things CCHHS does is they receive the interest forms from
Immunize Nevada and if there is an email address CCHHS reaches out. If the person does not have an email and
has a phone number, CCHHS makes one-on-one phone calls to let the person know they are eligible and see if
they would like assistance with getting signed up for an appointment. CCHHS is willing to help provide that
assistance. Lesley Mohlenkamp, Governor’s Finance Office thanked CCHHS on the record for the incredible work
they are doing. Ms. Mohlenkamp noted she went to an event and it was extraordinary to see all the hard work
come together. It was very well done and expressed thanks to the Health District, the National Guard, and FEMA
partners.
b.

Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD)
Misty Robinson, SNHD, provided an update on the SNHD COVID-19 Vaccination Plan. The presentation was as
follows:
Case Update
• Clark County’s case rate has dropped significantly with a 7-day average of 292 new cases per day and a 7day average positivity rate of 7.1%.
• Clark County is currently seeing a significant decline in COVID patients in the hospitals as well.
• Testing at the UNLV Stan Fulton Building is still slow, with daily counts roughly between 400 and 800 tests
per day. The METS clinic is seeing about 150 a day for testing.
Vaccine Update
• As of March 2, 2021, between all of our community partners, hospitals, and pharmacies, there have been
489,600 COVID-19 vaccines administered in Clark County. That includes 325,120 first doses and 164,480
second doses. SNHD is fortunate to have these wonderful partners to assist in getting vaccinations out to
the community. There are several community Point of Distribution (POD)s going on in the community.
• Ms. Robinson wanted to publicly thank our city council members and commissioners for providing lunches
at our senior center and high school vaccination PODs in their areas.
• Groups currently eligible to receive the vaccine include our health care workforce, Nevadans 65 years old
and over, public safety and security including security guards, all frontline community support, and all
frontline supply chain and logistics.
• The UMC POD at the Encore will now start taking grocery store workers.
• This week SNHD has some exciting things going on with the r vaccination campaign. Last week, it was
mentioned the partnership with RTC to pick up members of the public that meet the current vaccination
criteria. Today, SNHD is trying out this process with the Asian community, picking up individuals at a
Buddhist Temple and bringing them to Cashman Center to receive their vaccinations. This is very important
in helping to utilize current resources in an efficient way while still being able to do outreach to underserved
populations. SNHD also conducted an outreach event at Catholic Charities in partnership with the Nevada
Homeless Alliance, Clark County Social Service, and other providers for individuals experience homelessness
to vaccinate their 65 and over population. SNHD was able to vaccinate 90 individuals yesterday in this
vulnerable group.
• SNHD is also extending hours at the main facility, Cashman and the Convention Center and are exploring
other ways SNHD can utilize current resources as efficiently as possible.
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Ms. Robinson mentioned last week that SNHD was seeing a large percentage of no shows for 2nd doses.
SNHD believes that a lot of this problem was due to people not being able to cancel their appointments.
With the new Salesforce platform for registration, SNHD believes this will resolve that issue. SNHD is also
having clients make their second dose appointment before they leave.
SNHD is currently working on identifying the populations SNHD will be targeting for offering the Janssen
vaccine. Ms. Robinson believes UMC is wanting to offer this particular vaccine for patients being released.
SNHD is currently using the Salesforce at the Convention Center, Cashman Center, the Health District, and
in Laughlin this week. So far, this has worked well at these locations, although SNHD did have a little hiccup
earlier this week and had to move to paper VARs, however that seems to be resolved. So SNHD will be
implementing this resource with some of our jurisdictional partners the following week.
Additionally, SNHD is in communication with Opportunity Village and Roseman University to partner with
SNHD to provide vaccinations to the populations they serve.
As appointments and availability is expanded to additional groups, more appointments are continually
being added to current and future POD locations, so members of the public who are eligible should check
back frequently for appointments.
SNHD posts vaccine updates to our website each week, and as SNHD works through each priority group the
availability of the vaccine and updated clinic information will be provided to the public. Information
provided will include how and where the vaccine will be available to people in each group.

Chief Fogerson inquired how SNHD is conducting outreach to the different populations, including outreach to
individuals who may not be computer savvy or as internet bound as some of the other folks. Ms. Robinson
noted SNHD is reaching out to the faith-based community. As mentioned with the bus program today, SNHD
went to a Buddhist temple to pick up the clients and SNHD is looking at the Ethiopian community. Mr. Quinn
has been reaching out to those faith-based communities to assist SNHD in getting that population served. Chief
Fogerson noted SNHD is going more direct with those populations than going to the news, media, or those types
of avenues, that way more people are aware of it. Ms. Robinson noted SNHD is also using news media as well
as advertising on the SNHD website. SNHD’s jurisdictional partners are also advertising on their websites. Chief
Fogerson inquired how well the media is assisting in Las Vegas and if there was anything the State could do to
assist in this effort. Ms. Robinson noted SNHD sends their media releases when SNHD moves on to a different
lane and it is pushed through the TV and radio station news channels. SNHD is doing a really good job with that
effort. Once SNHD gets the news release pushed out, it ends up on the news that night. SNHD does a media
event every Wednesday at one o’clock. Ms. Robinson noted there were no needs at this time.
c. Washoe County Health District (WCHD)
Kevin Dick, WCHD, provided an update on the WCHD COVID-19 Vaccination Plan. The presentation was as
follows:
• Surpassed 50,000 vaccines distributed by the Washoe County Health District earlier this week.
• 122,730 doses have been administered in Washoe County. 16.09% of the population has initiated
vaccination and 9.52% of the population is fully vaccinated.
• Washoe County continues to vaccinate those 65 and older, as well as Agriculture and food processing
workers, grocery store staff and others in End-to-End Essential Good Supply Chain as we move through
the Supply Chain and Logistics category.
• WCHD POD continues to operate at a scheduling capacity of 350 vaccinations an hour. Exceeded 2,000
people vaccinated through the RSLEC last Saturday February 27, 2021.
• Homebound vaccinations continue three days a week. WCHD will be moving to the Janssen vaccine with
the goal of increasing capacity to 30 individuals per week.
• University of Nevada, Reno students continue to volunteer at the POD site. Working to add Carrington
College and Truckee Meadows Community College students.
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With Janssen available, additional vaccine appointments in the community are becoming open in the
65+ group targeting underserved and more community-based POD locations. CHA has increased vaccine
availability and Reno Fire is coordinating with the WCHD on two additional community-based pods in zip
codes 89502 and 89501. WCHD is coordinating more community-based PODs with regional partners
which should come onboard next week.
WCHD has spent much of this week transferring doses of Moderna as part of the past weather delays and
additionally started transferring Janssen to community providers.
Education efforts continue to occur by WCHD regarding vaccine types and efficacies.
Staff are preparing for the Salesforce Go-Live on March 16, 2021.
Staff is planning future POD locations in anticipation of ongoing reopening plans and due to potential
impacts of the regional events season if that occurs.
Continue to work closely with community partners on vaccine distribution and assisting with
second dose management and distribution.
Continue to be eager to receive additional vaccine allocation.

As far as WCHD efforts regarding outreach with the senior population. WCHD has worked with senior services
and through media briefings put out information. WCHD has the County Manager who is serving as a liaison
with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored people (NAACP) on the vaccination efforts.
WCHD is fortunate to have Councilman Delgado as the chair of the District Board of Health and also the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of Community Health Alliance and working to help support their communication efforts
for some of the underserved population. WCHD has brought on an additional member of the regional
information center who is helping WCHD in spearheading communications for the Hispanic community. For the
homebound doses WCHD is administrating, WCHD is coordinating with Dining with Dignity and Meals on
Wheels as well as Reno Geriatrics on identifying people that need the homebound vaccination service. WCHD
is also working with the human services agency as well on outreach in those areas. WCHD is eager to receive
additional vaccine. Health Officer Dick noted he is eager to see the vaccine and see that reflected in numbers
that WCHD are getting. WCHD is also working with the State Immunization Program to get some of the raw
data so that WCHD to provide better demographic information on who has received the vaccine both by age,
race and ethnicity but also looking at those essential workforce categories and what the level of acceptance is
as far as the doses being administered. One of the needs WCHD has is to get more information and more
granular about the vaccine distribution to Washoe County. WCHD had this discussion with the State IZ Program.
With the split between the allocation of vaccine that the State gets and the State distributes to the health
district and the local providers, some of the pharmacies through the bridge program, WCHD has much better
information on what is occurring with that allocation and how it is being dispensed, but WCHD is lacking
information on the federal pharmacy program and how much is being allocated to the pharmacies and what
pharmacies are receiving, what amount and how the pharmacies are dispensing. WCHD understands through
the congressional delegation that the Federal Government has this information available, is what the
congressional delegation has indicated to WCHD and to the extent that the WCHD can get more information to
understand how the vaccine is being distributed and is flowing through the community. That will help the WCHD
with their planning efforts moving forward, as far as what the gap is that WCHD needs to fill for public health
purposes through mass vaccination efforts with the high throughput POD and how can the WCHD manage that
with what is being dispensed through the partners that exist now. How can the WCHD expand those partners
so vaccine is more available through our community moving forward. Chief Fogerson inquired if there was any
support WCHD needs from the State as to how to better reach those demographics that WCHD is looking to get
immunized either by age or by the group. It sounds like WCHD is doing decent with that effort. Health Officer
Dick noted he believes WCHD is getting good coverage through the media, if DEM has any ideas for WCHD they
are very welcome. Health Officer Dick noted some of the comments about working through the faith-based
organizations and that is something WCHD may already be doing, but he will look at that if people have ideas,
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please feel free to share them with the WCHD. Chair Cage noted the equity collaborative that the State IZ team
and Immunize Nevada are working on could be helpful for that as well.
8. Public Comment
Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. No public comment was provided.
9. Adjourn
Chair Cage called for a motion to adjourn the meeting. A motion to adjourn was presented by Chief David
Fogerson and a second was provided by Chief Jamie Black, Gaming Control Board. The motion passed
unanimously. Meeting adjourned.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Baudelia Campos
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 10:45 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play

I would love for my boy to play spring season of lacrosse with games!
Thank you!!

1

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

brian meier
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:33 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse Classification

Dear Covid Task Force,
My name is Brian Meier, and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change
the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an
incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played
outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is
basically out-of-step:
The NCAA has classified men's and women's lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as
soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of
Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second
Edition (Updated)https://ncaaorg.s3.amazonaws.com/ssi/COVID/SSI_ResocializationDevelopingStandardsSecondEditi
on.pdf
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and
to many more in southern Nevada.
Lacrosse has played an important roll in getting my son, Quinn, out of his room to exercise and
socialize in a covid safe environment.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our
kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada
youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Brian Meier
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cammy LoRe
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 4:11 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse IS intermediate risk

Hello,
I am writing in my full support of reclassifying Lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport. Much like soccer, these kids are
spaced out on the field and the objective is not to grab the ball away but knock it out with a stick that is several feet
long. Rarely do this kids meet up face to face, probably less than soccer actually.
Please let our kids play their outdoor, well‐spaced sport.
Thank you,
Cammy LoRe
On behest of the High Sierra Lacrosse League
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse
Sunday, February 28, 2021 2:37:48 PM

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Charleen Hutton and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse
request to change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in
Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due
to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that
lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s
position on the game is basically out-of-step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same
as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and
21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and
Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19
has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple
factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse
community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed
to compete this spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the
benefit of our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for
opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and wellbeing.”
Sincerely,
Charleen Hutton

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hensley, Cheryl
Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:53 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Cheryl Hensley and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing
“frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate
Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona,
Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by
simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this
spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Cheryl Hensley
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hensley, Cheryl <
Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:53 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Cheryl Hensley and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing
“frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate
Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona,
Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by
simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this
spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Cheryl Hensley

Get Outlook for iOS
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Padgett
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:16 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Chris Padgett
Sent from my iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Whitbeck
Sunday, February 28, 2021 10:21 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
I’m a Sports Official supporting Lacrosse reclassification

As a sports official for baseball for 45 years, football for 30 years and Lacrosse for 11 years, and a WCSD employee for 14
years working with students, plus a Boy Scout Leader for almost 20 years, i can tell you that in my humble opinion the
sport of Lacrosse is in the wrong classification as far as contact and risk of spreading disease. I coached football for 10
years and know the sport well and i would classify football as more dangerous to spread disease than Lacrosse and
therefore Lacrosse is in the wrong category and needs to be moved.
With that said, i am grateful to get back out on the football field this week officiating high school games, while hoping
for the opportunity to officiate Lacrosse in April. Please reconsider where Lacrossse is categorized.
Thanks, Chris Whitbeck
"Keep the Faith and the Faith will keep you."
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Entwistle
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 3:09 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them Play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and
high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an
incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played
outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically
out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer)
citing “frequent, short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of
Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating
to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of
our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada
youth to re‐engage in activities that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Chris Entwistle
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christopher Entwistle
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 3:00 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
FW: Let them Play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Christopher R. Entwistle, LUTCF
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clint Stitser
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 6:04 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let Them Play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Clint Stitser
Sent from my iPad
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Blazer
Sunday, February 28, 2021 9:30 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse

To whom it may concern
Our children are suffering. The cure should not be worse the the cause. They need structure back in there life. Lacrosse
is the one thing that my son loves to do. Keeping him on a good path.
Please don’t take this away from our kids!
Thanks
David
Blazer
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Dear Covid-19 Task Force,
Our names are Dom and Kathlene Le Blanc, and we are writing in support of the High Sierra
Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to
an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is
played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the
game is basically out-of-step:
●

The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the
same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See
pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for
Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)

●

Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.

●

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19
has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple
factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community,
and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the
benefit of our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities
to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,

Dom and Kathlene Le Blanc

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Duane Runyan
Sunday, February 28, 2021 7:37 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Please reclassify youth lacrosse

Greeting,
I am writing to request that youth lacrosse be reclassified as an intermediate risk sport. For whatever reason it was
classed more similar to wrestling than soccer. Having been both a player and coach for this great game, lacrosse is an
intermediate risk sport like soccer and not near as much contact as football or wrestling.
I greatly appreciate the task forces navigation through this pandemic. You all have been amazing at flexibly responding
to our State’s needs based on science and public health. It is time to make this change to more accurately reflect the
risk of exposure for this sport. Other states including California have already made this change and their kids are on the
field. It is time for the kids to play lacrosse in Nevada again. So many good reasons.
Thank you for your attention in this matter Please reach out with any questions.
Thank you,
Duane Runyan, Ph.D.. MBA
Child Clinical Psychologist &
Lacrosse Coach for U14 North Reno Outlaws
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse in Nevada
Monday, March 1, 2021 10:19:29 AM

Dear Governor Sisolak
My name is Ella Morrow and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to
change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps
due to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision-makers. You should know that
lacrosse is played outside, it is fast-paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s
position on the game is basically out-of-step:
The NCAA has classified men and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport
(the same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.”
See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards
for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)

Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington, and Idaho.

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away
with tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes
COVID-19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends
upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports
into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will
be devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse
community, and to many more in southern Nevada. In addition, it will take away yet another
year of playing time and present fewer opportunities for high school players who are looking
to play lacrosse in college.
My name is Ella Morrow and I am a freshman lacrosse player. I have been playing lacrosse
for over seven years and it has made a big impact on my life. Lacrosse has always been a

big part of my life considering my Dad was one of the founders of the High Sierra Lacrosse
League. He devotes a big portion of his time to help grow lacrosse in Nothern Nevada.
Losing last season made a big impact on many players’ abilities. Many of us have not even
played a game since two seasons ago. Losing another season would greatly affect our
playing abilities, attitudes, and mental and physical stamina. Lacrosse is a sport where I am
not only growing my athletic abilities, but I am also gaining a forever group of family and
friends. I am forever grateful to be apart of the lacrosse community in Northern Nevada.
Being able to play lacrosse again would give me hope of going back to some sort of
normalcy.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the
benefit of youth lacrosse players, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to
“look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health
and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Ella Morrow

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Gabriela Falcon
Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:30 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Gabriela Falcon and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step





The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as
soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of
Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition
(Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this
spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Gabriela Falcon
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hallie Zakoor
Thursday, February 25, 2021 6:46 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let lacrosse players have their season!

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Hallie Zakoor and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification
of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring
season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Hallie Zakoor
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hunter
Monday, March 1, 2021 11:56 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Reclassify Lacrosse

Dear Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force:
My name is Hunter Mee, I am a sophomore student‐athlete at Galena High School and I desperately need lacrosse’s risk
classification to be reclassified!! I have been working for years to be recruited to play lacrosse in college and losing a
2nd year would greatly jeopardize my chances.
It’s hard enough to be seen by coaches, coming from our little area, and not having access to play the sport makes it
worse. Those athletes outside of NV have more opportunities to showcase their talents and having another season
prohibited virtually eliminates any student‐athlete in NV from being recruited! By eliminating our ability to play here
means that serious athlete will need to travel out of state to play, I think that would concern you from the stand point of
more travel and interactions with others that wouldn’t need to happen if only we could play here.
Please support the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada since it has been erroneously classified. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step with what is happening
nationally.
If lacrosse can’t be played this spring, 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community,
and many more in southern Nevada will be adversely affected in more ways than you know. Please don’t let that happen
to us!
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of us, and to further the
Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities that promote
health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Hunter Mee
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them Play
Monday, March 1, 2021 10:20:25 AM
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To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID-19 risk classification of boys
and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada,
perhaps due to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You
should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared
equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step:
· The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the

same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See
pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for
Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
· Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
· The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon
multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three
distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play
will be devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra
Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner
for the benefit of our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look
for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health
and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Jeremy Peterson, CFP®, LUTCF, CLF, FSS
Manager, Northern Nevada

Dear: Governor Sisolak
My name is Joseph Mayer and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to
change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to
an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is
played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the
game is basically out-of-step:
●

The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the
same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See
pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for
Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)

●

Lacrosse will be contested this spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.

●

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19
has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple
factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community,
and to many more in southern Nevada.
There is no logical reason to not allow Lacrosse to go forward as football is allowed to go
forward.
Please reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to
re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Joseph Mayer
Sparks Nevada

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:28 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Kylee Kepler and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification
of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasing
Sent from my iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:30 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Kylee Kepler and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification
of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring
season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Kylee Kepler
Sent from my iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lauren healy
Sunday, February 28, 2021 10:49 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse

I am writing this a little past 1am...I can’t sleep.
Every time I close my eyes another thought rushes in.
I have had so much taken from me...
Last year I stepped onto the lacrosse field so eager because I was finally the upper class man on the team. I knew I had
to go out there and push myself...and so I did. I went into my first game a complete nervous wreck but I didn’t show it
because I wanted to be the role model. I knew i didn’t do good but I told myself I’d do better next time....
There was no next time.
The pandemic took over and that was all the playing time I was going to get my Junior year.
Yeah, I was upset but everyone just said “be glad you have next year”.
Fast forward....
It’s my last first day of high school. This is it. I’ve been waiting this year for as long as I can remember.
Things were different but so far going good. I got to experience Senior sunrise and that was everything I had ever hoped
it would be.
But then, the pandemic seemed to wipe it all out. We were full distance learning and the only time I left the house was
to go to work. I would get up for zoom calls where sometimes I was the only one there...it was depressing. I felt like I
was living in a movie. Although, I was upset about this...I still wasn’t broken down yet because I still had so much to look
forward to (prom, LACROSSE, graduation).
Then December hit and I was SO ready for 2020 to be over because 2021 held everything I really wanted.
Then December 21st, I lost my best friend. Lily was really everything holding me together because she has been there
my whole life. I never ever imagined losing her.
I felt defeated
But the new year came and I knew I couldn’t give up hope because I needed to stay strong for Lily.
I remember getting the email saying we have lacrosse practice starting in 2 weeks and I just had this weight lifted off my
shoulders. It felt like I had just won the lottery.
The first day of practice‐ I woke up and went into the bathroom to get ready. I put on my “Pre‐game lacrosse” playlist
and started to get in the mindset. I got in the car and put on the same playlist. I could barely sit through the three classes
I have because I couldn’t stop thinking of my lacrosse stick in my hand.
I got in the car to drive to practice and I once again put on this playlist....I made this playlist my freshman year of high
school and I have listened to before every practice and game. My mindset walking onto the field for my first practice of
Senior year was “appreciate every moment here because you never know when it will be your last”. I had so much
confidence and passion during that practice. I honestly think the most I’ve ever had while playing, because if I could get
anything in my senior year it would be my last season.
I walked to my bag after practice and saw a text saying football can play games... and well I thought that would mean
lacrosse could have games too...
Only to find out that I can not play games.
It felt like someone had taken my soul out of my body. I had so many emotions (anger, sadness, etc. ).
I already knew I wasn’t getting a graduation or a prom so this was it. This means I get NOTHING.
I get absolutely nothing from my senior year.
I have lost TWO years of my career as an athlete. Lacrosse has been everything to me...
There is no greater feeling in the world than holding that stick in my hand, than stepping onto the field, than pushing all
of your energy from you feet to your arms and ripping in the most amazing goal....there is nothing better than the
feeling I get when I play.
1

I refuse to give up, I refuse to believe that this is how my senior year will end...how my last season will end.
Lacrosse is so much more than a sport to me...it’s truly my medicine game.
Sincerely,
Lauren Healy
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

LeeAhnna Kenny
Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:01 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is LeeAhnna Kenny and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing
“frequent, short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport:
Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona,
Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly
recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing
sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
I’ve absolutely loved playing so far. I only started my freshman year, but then my sophomore year we only got 2
games. This would also be my first year as the full time goalie and if football can play I would also like to be giving the
opportunity as well.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
LeeAhnna Kenny
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Afuang
Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:05 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Spanish springs lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Liesel Afuang and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
A thing to consider is that , we didn’t get a full season last year , after the spike in Covid outbreaks in Vegas. Taking away
our season this year will mean that’s two years of a typical 4 year athletic career robbed. Two years of scholarship and
scout opportunities taken from these girls/boys that work so hard and follow these guidelines.
Another point you’ve seemed to forget is that us, the Spanish springs lacrosse team, make all our money on our own.
Being a club sport, we don’t get a cent from school fundraisers or activities‐ everything is paid for, from OUR fundraisers,
wine tastings, auctions, and OUR sponsorships that WE as athletes and parents have to seek out. WCSD doesn’t provide
us busses for transportation to games or uniforms every year , we as a team pay for our own jerseys once every two
years . We work hard to find our sport, and it take it away would truly be heartbreaking.
Our teams absolutely love playing lacrosse. And put our sweat into this sport. We’d very much appreciate them being
allowed to compete this spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Liesel Afuang ,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Swan
Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:42 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them Play

Dear Ms. Delahney,
My name is Lisa Swan and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step:


The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as
soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of
Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second
Edition (Updated)



Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.



The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.

I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Girls Youth Lacrosse
Sunday, February 28, 2021 11:07:01 AM

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Liz Corona and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change
the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to
an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is
played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game
is basically out-of-step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the
same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See
pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for
Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19
has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple
factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community,
and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to
compete this spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of
our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow
Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Liz

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force:
My name is Margo Mee and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to
change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due
to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that
lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s
position on the game is basically out-of-step:
•

The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the
same as soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See
pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for
Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)

•

Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.

•

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with
tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes
COVID-19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends
upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into
three distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be
devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse
community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
My son is a current sophomore, luckily he made the Varsity lacrosse team last year (the only
one in his class) so he was able to play at least two games before the season was canceled.
He can’t afford to lose another season as it WILL JEOPARDIZE his recruiting. He needs
games in order to have film to present to coaches. He can have contact from coaches this
summer but they won’t be reaching out if he hasn’t played in two years!Many of his peers in
other states have been able to continue to play this past summer and fall which is putting him
further behind. We just returned from a National Face Off Championship back east and it was
noticeable that the kids back east were able to continue to play. The future of our kids here in
NV is being hurt with lacrosse being prohibited. If you want NV to be well represented across
the country in top colleges by student-athletes, they need to be able to play and show they can
complete. Please reclassify lacrosse so they can prove themselves!
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit
of our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to
allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Ramage
Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:05 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
High Sierra Lacrosse (High School)

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Mary Ramage and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification
of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring season,
with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Mary Ramage
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:27 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Nevada Youth Lacrosse

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Melissa Peterson
Sent from Melissa's iPhone
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Dear Governor Sisolak, the COVID-19 Task Force and State Legislators:
My name is Michael Keane and I am writing in support of the High Sierra
Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of boys and girls youth and high
school lacrosse in Nevada.
Please reconsider the classification of youth Lacrosse so that high school lacrosse
can be held in the spring pf 2021. Lacrosse has been erroneously classified possibly
due to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know
that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and Nevada’s classification should be
modified so that it is in step with the NCAA classification: The NCAA has classified
mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer)
citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21
of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and
Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including
California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away
with tiered sport classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes
COVID-19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission depends
upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into
three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive
play will be devastating to 1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra
Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for
the benefit of our kids, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for
opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and
well-being.”
Sincerely,
Michael Keane

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hensley, Cheryl
Thursday, February 25, 2021 7:53 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Cheryl Hensley and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing
“frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate
Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona,
Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by
simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this
spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Cheryl Hensley

Get Outlook for iOS
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:34 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
HIGH SCHOOL LACROSSE

Dear Governor Sisolak,
My name is Mike Stewart and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step:
●

The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as
soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of
Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition
(Updated)

●

Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.

●

The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Mike Stewart
Reno, Nevada
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicholas Sanseri
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:34 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let them play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Nick Sanseri, LUTCF
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patty Towle
Friday, February 26, 2021 10:25 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
re classification of Lacrosse
classification of the sport of Lacrosse.pdf

Dear Megan Delahney,

Please find attached a letter for Governor Sisolak. This is regarding, what i feel is an error on the part of the
State in its classification and thus cancelation of youth and High School Lacrosse.
Thank you for your and the Governors attention to this important and urgent matter.
Respectfully,
Nicolas Towle
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Riley Hoyt
Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:36 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
High Sierra Lacrosse

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Riley Hoyt and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of
boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring season,
with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Riley Hoyt
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron West
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:42 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
let them play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,

‐‐
Sincerely,
Ron West DMD
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:13 PM
Meagan Werth Ranson
FW: SSHS Lacrosse Let Them Play

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Sarah Zakoor
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:11 PM
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response <PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov>
Subject: SSHS Lacrosse Let Them Play

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Sarah and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of boys
and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring
season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Sarah Zakoor
Sent from my iPhone
1

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah Zakoor
Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:11 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
SSHS Lacrosse Let Them Play

Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Sarah and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk classification of boys
and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring
season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Sarah Zakoor
Sent from my iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Hix
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:57 AM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Let Them Play!

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,

Scott Hix
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sender disclaims liability for error or omissions in the content of this message that arise as a result of email transmission. Thank you for your
cooperation.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Morrow
Saturday, February 27, 2021 2:05 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Lacrosse COVID-19 Risk Classification in Nevada

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID-19 Task Force,
My name is Stephen Morrow and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast
paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out-of-step:


The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as
soccer) citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of
Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition
(Updated)



Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah,
Arizona, Washington and Idaho.



The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport
classifications, stating that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we have
increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”

Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in
southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this
spring season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and
to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re-engage in
activities that promote health and well-being.”
Sincerely,
Stephen A. Morrow, P.E.
Vice President
Economy Industrial, LLC

The contents of this e‐mail message, including any attachments, are for the sole use of the intended recipient named above. This email may
contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, be advised that any dissemination,
distribution, or use of the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return e‐
mail and permanently delete all copies of the original e‐mail and any attached documentation.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Neighbors
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 2:18 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
let them play

To Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
High Sierra Lacrosse requests a change of the COVID‐19 risk classification of boys and girls youth and high school
lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step:
The NCAA has classified men’s and women’s lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington
and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
We respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Steve Neighbors
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timley Schinault
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
lacrosse reclassification
Sunday, February 28, 2021 3:05:02 PM

HI All
I hope this email finds you well. I do greatly appreciate all the work that is being done to keep
all of us safe and sound during this very scary time. While I understand that you are doing
your best to keep our children safe and healthy please consider reclassifying lacrosse as an
intermediate risk sport. We desperately need to get our kids back to playing lacrosse as it is a
large part of their lives and mental well being. The kids have turned their lives upside and
given up so much mostly for the sake of adults and those in older populations. Please
reevaluate this and get them back to play as the NCAA has done so.
Thanks so much for your time and stay well.
Timley Schinault

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tseya Figueroa
Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:16 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Spanish Springs lacrosse

Sent from my iPhone
Dear Governor Sisolak and the Nevada COVID‐19 Task Force,
My name is Tseya FIgueroa and I am writing in support of the High Sierra Lacrosse request to change the risk
classification of boys and girls youth and high school lacrosse in Nevada.
Lacrosse has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete
understanding of the game by decision makers. You should know that lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and
there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s position on the game is basically out‐of‐step
The NCAA has classified mens and womens lacrosse as an intermediate risk sport (the same as soccer) citing “frequent,
short‐lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages 20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing
Standards for Practice and Competition, Second Edition (Updated) Lacrosse will be contested this Spring in many of our
neighboring states including California, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications, stating
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that transmission
depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct
categories of risk.”
Please also consider that the loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be devastating to 1,300 plus
youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community, and to many more in southern Nevada.
Our kids absolutely love playing lacrosse. We’d very much appreciate them being allowed to compete this spring
season, with the same restrictions as youth soccer. lacrosse is the one thing that makes me excited for the day, my life
changed when i started lacrosse and i don’t want that feeling to be cut short.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of our kids, and to
further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re‐engage in activities
that promote health and well‐being.”
Sincerely,
Tseya FIgueroa
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Reclassification of Nevada Lacrosse
Monday, March 1, 2021 6:54:41 PM

To whom it may concern,

My name is Zack Jackson, I am 13 years old and am a lacrosse player. I live in
Carson Valley, and have my whole life. I am writing with regards to the classification of
lacrosse. Currently, Lacrosse is considered a full contact sport along with football. I was
surprised when my brother announced that he was going to be able to play a high school
football season and wondered why I could not play a youth lacrosse season. It is because
of the incorrect classification of this sport, and there are several reasons why this needs to
be changed.
The NCAA, unlike the state of Nevada, has classified lacrosse in the category of
partial contact along with soccer. Nevada currently has it in the full contact category. In the
case that lacrosse was changed to a partial contact sport, the over 1,300 youth players of
lacrosse in northern Nevada would be able to participate in a full lacrosse season. A
common misconception about the sport of lacrosse is that it has constant lengthened close
quarter contact. But this is wrong. In pages 20 and 21 of the Resocialization of the
Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and Competition of Lacrosse, Second
Edition, It states that lacrosse has “Frequent, short lived proximity among all competitors”.
This description matches the contact of soccer. That is simply not long enough of contact to
spread the Coronavirus.
Furthermore, the NFHS has gotten rid of out of date sport classifications and stated
that “as knowledge of the virus that causes Covid 19 has evolved we have increasingly
recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily
accounted for by simply dividing sports into 3 distinct categories of risk”.
In closing, lacrosse is an outdoor, fast moving, partial contact sport. I respectively
ask that you reevaluate the status of lacrosse, and further the Silver State’s mission to “look
for opportunities to allow Nevada youth to re engage in activities that promote health and
well being”.Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Zack Jackson

From:
To:

Lacrosse reclassification
Monday, March 1, 2021 10:02:06 AM

Subject:
Date:

Good morning,
I would like to pass on this letter lobbying for a reclassification of the sport of lacrosse. As a
coach originally from the east coast, I am watching the game take root and expand here in
Washoe County at a tremendous pace. Our numbers have grown by about 25% every year,
and we have almost 60 male players that want to try out at our own small school. We also
field a female program. I can say to you with absolute honesty as a coach that is watching
the game develop, that this would be devastating to lacrosse in the region.
While this would be heartbreaking, my main concern is the safety of my players and my
students. As a teacher, I have witnessed the struggles that many of my students have
endured this past year. Now there is hope on the horizon, and the hallmarks of high school
are slowly starting to resume. School is starting to sound like the warm, charismatic,
boisterous, and hopeful place that it once was! While we are thrilled to see the majority of
students being able to return to their lives, I cannot help but notice how full of despair my
own small group of lacrosse players have become in the wake of this classification dispute.
Every day, my seniors come and ask if there have been any developments, and every day I
have given them the same answer: I am cautiously optimistic that the decision makers will
understand the game of lacrosse enough to reasonably assess the risk this moderate
contact sport poses to our community.
I urge my government to reconsider its position based on the following points that our
league has made:
High Sierra Lacrosse strongly disagrees with the NV COVID-19 Task Force and Governor
Sisolaks’ decision to disallow competitive youth and high school lacrosse statewide, while
allowing other sports with the same actual risk profile, to continue. Both boys and girls
lacrosse have been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps
due to an incomplete understanding of the game by decision makers.

High Sierra Lacrosse agrees with the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) that
both boys and girls lacrosse should be treated as intermediate transmission risk sports, the
same as soccer, citing “frequent, short-lived proximity among all competitors.” See pages
20 and 21 of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport: Developing Standards for Practice and
Competition, Second Edition (Updated)
More specifically, High Sierra Lacrosse agrees with the most recent guidance of the
National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) that the rote risk
classification of a sport based on the rules of the game alone, without a holistic review of all
risk factors and mitigations, is scientifically invalid. NFHS guidance eliminates the tiered
“Potential Infection Risk by Sport” model that placed sports in high-, medium- and low-risk
categories, stating that, “as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID-19 has evolved, we
have increasingly recognized that transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot
be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three distinct categories of risk.”
Lacrosse is played outside, it is fast paced, and there is no shared equipment. Nevada’s
position on the game is out-of-step with both the NCAA, the NFHS, and neighboring states.
The loss of a second consecutive season of competitive play will be detrimental to the
1,300 plus youth and high school players in the High Sierra Lacrosse community and many
more in southern Nevada. We respectfully ask that Governor Sisolak and the COVID-19
Task Force reconsider the sport’s classification in a timely manner for the benefit of these
children, and to further the Great State of Nevada’s mission to “look for opportunities to
allow Nevada youth to re-engage in activities that promote health and well-being.”
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely
-Zach Werner
Constituent of Washoe County
High School Teacher and Lacrosse Coach

